Introduction
When Nebraska accepted the State Fiscal Stabilization Funds of the America Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) to provide additional aid to the school districts, the state agreed to four school reform assurances. One of these assurances requires the state to identify low-performing schools known as Persistently Lowest-Achieving Schools (PLAS).

PLAS is yet another way of looking at school performance to identify specific schools for assistance. PLAS does not replace the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) of No Child Left Behind. All schools identified as being in need of improvement under AYP are now also considered PLAS. High schools with graduation rates below 75 percent over a period of three years are considered PLAS. Secondary schools that are eligible for Title I funds but not served that are the lowest ranked among all the schools in the state are also considered PLAS.

Schools identified as PLAS will have the option of applying for a School Improvement Grant that is funded with new money from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and Title I funds. To award these funds, the state must divide the PLAS schools into levels or the following Tiers:

**Tier I Schools** mean the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest-achieving Title I schools identified to be in school improvement, corrective action, or restructuring plus any Title I served secondary school with a graduation rate of less than 75 percent over the three latest years that was not identified in the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest-achieving Title I schools.

**Tier II Schools** mean the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest ranked secondary schools where the “all students” group meets the minimum n-size (30) for AYP that are eligible for, but do not receive, Title I funds plus any secondary school that is eligible for, but does not receive, Title I funds that has a graduation rate of less than 75 percent over the three latest years and was not identified as one of the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest ranked secondary schools.

**Tier III Schools** mean any Title I school identified to be in school improvement, corrective action, or restructuring that is not a Tier I School and any school that is ranked as low as the Tier I and Tier II schools but has no groups of at least 30 students.
Identifying Tier I Schools

Title I Performance Rank

Using the latest available AYP data of the “all students” group for all the Title I schools identified to be in school improvement, corrective action, or restructuring, add the number of students considered proficient (proficient and advanced levels) in Reading and the number of students considered proficient in Math divided by the combined number of students enrolled a full academic year for AYP (FAY) in Reading and Math to derive a performance proficiency. Rank this new percent proficient in ascending order to determine the **performance rank** for each school.

Title I Progress Over Time Rank

Using AYP data of the “all students” group for the past three years (initial list used 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2008-09) for all the Title I schools identified to currently be in school improvement, corrective action, or restructuring, add the number students considered proficient (proficient and advanced levels) in Reading and Math for each of the three years and divide by the sum of the number of students enrolled a full academic year for AYP (FAY) for both Reading and Math for all three years to derive a progress over time proficiency. Rank this new percent proficient in ascending order to determine the **progress rank** for each school.

Title I Final Rank

To determine the final rank for PLAS for Tier I, double the performance rank and then add the progress rank. Rank the schools in ascending order based on this new combined rank (performance rank and progress rank) to determine a **final rank** for each school. The five schools or 5% of the schools (whichever is greater) with the lowest final rank become the Title I Tier I schools that are considered the persistently lowest-achieving schools.

Identifying Tier III Schools

One of the criteria in determining if a school is a Tier III school is:

- Any Title I school identified to currently be in school improvement, corrective action, or restructuring, but was not identified as a Tier I School will be considered a persistently low achieving Tier III school.
Nebraska Department of Education
Persistently Lowest Achieving Schools Selection Process

PLAS Tier I
AYP Data

Title I School in School Improvement

AYP Group = All Students
(Year 3 Reading Proficient + Year 2 Reading Proficient + Year 1
Reading Proficient + Year 3 Math Proficient + Year 2 Math
Proficient + Year 1 Math Proficient)/(Year 3 Reading FAY + Year
2 Reading FAY + Year 1 Reading FAY + Year 3 Math FAY +
Year 2 Math FAY + Year 1 Math FAY) = PERFORMANCE
PROFICIENCY

Rank PERFORMANCE Proficiency to find
PERFORMANCE RANK

AYP Group = All Students
Year 1 Reading Proficient + Year 1 Math Proficient/Year 1
Reading FAY + Year 1 Math FAY = PERFORMANCE
PROFICIENCY

Rank PERFORMANCE Proficiency to find
PERFORMANCE RANK

(Performance RANK x 2) + PROGRESS RANK = FINAL RANK

The five schools or 5% of the
schools (whichever is greater)
with the lowest FINAL RANK

Tier I PLAS School

Yes

No

Tier III PLAS School
Identifying Tier II Schools

Secondary Schools Performance Rank

A file is received from the Grants Management System (GMS) that contains all the secondary schools that are eligible for, but do not receive, Title I funds based on the information found in the latest available NCLB application. Using the latest available AYP data of the “all students” group for all the secondary schools that are eligible for, but do not receive, Title I funds, add the number of students considered proficient (proficient and advanced levels) in Reading and the number of students considered proficient in Math divided by the sum of the number of students enrolled a full academic year for AYP (FAY) in Reading and Math to derive a performance proficiency. Rank this new percent proficient in ascending order to determine the performance rank for each school.

Secondary Schools Progress Over Time Rank

Using AYP data of the “all students” group for the past three years (initial year used 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2008-09) for all the secondary school that are currently eligible for, but do not receive, Title I funds, and have data available for the past three years, add the number students considered proficient (proficient and advanced levels) in Reading and Math for each of the three years and divide by the sum of the number of students enrolled a full academic year for AYP (FAY) for both Reading and Math for all three years to derive a progress over time proficiency. Rank this new percent proficient in ascending order to determine the progress rank for each school.

Secondary Schools Final Rank

To determine the final rank for PLAS for Tier II, double the performance rank and then add the progress rank for each identified secondary school. Rank the schools in ascending order based on this new combined rank (performance rank and progress rank) to determine a final rank for each secondary school. The five schools or 5% of the schools (whichever is greater) with the lowest final rank where the “all students” group for the latest available school year meets the minimum n-size for AYP become the secondary Tier II schools that are considered the persistently lowest-achieving schools.

Identifying Tier III Schools

One of the criteria in determining if a school is a Tier III school is:

- Any school that is ranked as low as the Tier I or Tier II schools but the “all students” group for the latest available school year does not meet the minimum n-size for AYP will be considered as a persistently low achieving Tier III school.
PLAS Tier II
AYP Data

All Secondary Schools eligible for, but do not receive, Title I funds according to GMS information

AYP Group = All Students
(Year 3 Reading Proficient + Year 2 Reading Proficient + Year 1 Reading Proficient + Year 3 Math Proficient + Year 2 Math Proficient + Year 1 Math Proficient)/
(Year 3 Reading FAY + Year 2 Reading FAY + Year 1 Reading FAY + Year 3 Math FAY + Year 2 Math FAY + Year 1 Math FAY) = PERFORMANCE PROFICIENCY

Rank PERFORMANCE PROFICIENCY to find PERFORMANCE RANK

AYP Group = All Students
Year 1 Reading Proficient + Year 1 Math Proficient/ Year 1 Reading FAY + Year 1 Math FAY = PERFORMANCE PROFICIENCY

Rank PERFORMANCE PROFICIENCY to find PERFORMANCE RANK

(PERFORMANCE RANK x 2) + PROGRESS RANK = FINAL RANK

The five schools or 5% of the schools (whichever is greater) with the lowest FINAL RANK

Tier III PLAS School

All Students group from the Year 1 AYP Data > 30

Tier II PLAS School
Graduation Rate

For Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) reporting as required by the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), the graduation rate from the previous year is used because graduation rate data for the current year is not available in time to allow for the release of AYP data under the law’s requirements. The high school diploma recipients are completers who graduate with a regular high school diploma. The graduation rate definition allows for high school diploma recipients who graduate in the summer following grade 12 to be included. The graduation rate definition does not allow for the exclusion of dropouts or a dropout to be considered as a transfer.

Nebraska has received approval in the Nebraska Accountability Workbook (Critical Element 7.1) to include the following students in the calculation of the graduation rate for AYP.

- Students with disabilities who graduate with a regular diploma in a program described in their Individualized Educational Program that may take five, six or seven years.
- English Language Learners (ELL) who enroll for the first time in a U.S. School at some point in the middle or high school grades and graduate with a regular diploma in the fifth year of high school. Inclusion of ELL students must be made on a case-by-case basis determined by the district.

\[
\text{High School Diploma Recipients } (\text{Year 4}) + \text{ELL (Year 5)} + \text{Special Education (Year 5, 6, 7)}
\]

\[
\text{Dropouts } (\text{Grade 9 (Year 1)} + \text{Grade 10 (Year 2)} + \text{Grade 11 (Year 3)} + \text{Grade 12 (Year 4)}) +
\text{High School Diploma Recipients } (\text{Year 4}) + \text{ELL (Year 5)} + \text{Special Education (Year 5, 6, 7)}
\]

The high school diploma recipients (the numerator) and the dropouts plus the high school diploma recipients (the denominator) are determined based on AYP graduation rates provided by the districts. The AYP_GRADUATION_RATE_BY_SCHOOL table stores the total graduates and the AYP graduation rate. The numerator is the total graduates (or High School Diploma Recipients). The denominator (dropouts plus high school diploma recipients) is a derived value. By dividing the total graduates by the AYP graduation rate’s decimal equivalent, a number is created that represents the dropouts plus the high school diploma recipients for each school.

Tier I

Using the AYP graduation data for the “all students group” in all public high schools in the state for the last three years (initial year used 2005-06, 2006-07, and 2007-08), a three-year graduation rate is calculated. The numerator is calculated by adding the number of high school diploma recipients for each school for the defined three years. Likewise, the denominator is calculated by adding the number of dropouts plus high school diploma recipients for each school for the defined three years. A three-year graduation rate is calculated for each school. Each Title I served secondary schools with a graduation rate of less than 75 percent over the defined three years that was not identified as one of the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest-achieving Title I schools (Tier I), will be considered as a persistently low achieving Tier I school.
Tier II

Using the AYP graduation data for the “all students group” in all public high schools in the state for the last three years (initial year used 2005-06, 2006-07, and 2007-08), a three-year graduation rate is calculated. The numerator is calculated by adding the number of high school diploma recipients for each school for the defined three years. Likewise, the denominator is calculated by adding the number of dropouts plus high school diploma recipients for each school for the defined three years. A three-year graduation rate is calculated for each school. Each secondary school that is eligible for, but does not receive, Title I funds that has a graduation rate of less than 75 percent over the three latest years and was not identified as one of the five (5) or 5% (whichever is greater) of the lowest ranked secondary schools, will be considered as a persistently low achieving Tier II school.
Graduation Rate
AYP Data
PLAS Tier I and Tier II

(Year 1 Total Graduates + Year 2 Total Graduates + Year 3 Total Graduates)/
(Year 1 (Dropouts + Graduates) + Year 2 (Dropouts + Graduates) +
Year 3 (Dropouts + Graduates)) = 3-Year Graduation Rate

Graduation Rate
Less Than 75%

Title I served
Secondary School

Yes

Secondary School not previously identified as a
PLAS Tier I School

Yes

Tier I PLAS School

No

Secondary School that is eligible for, but does not receive, Title I funds

Yes

Secondary School not previously identified as a
PLAS Tier II School

Yes

Tier II PLAS School